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As a necessary organic constituent of financial safety net, the deposit 
insurance can protect the right of depositors, assist in the maintenance of 
financial stability, and enhance the supervision of the financial system. The 
dissertation, taking the method of comparative analysis, analyzes the concrete 
system and operating mechanism of deposit insurance in different countries, 
then makes a study on moral hazard mitigation. On the basis of comparison 
and analysis, the dissertation provides the legal suggestion on establishing the 
deposit insurance system in China. This dissertation consists of five chapters, 
in addition to Introduction and Conclusion. 
Chapter1 makes a detailed comparative study on the concrete deposit 
insurance systems of different countries, discussing their advantages and 
disadvantages, in order to give more experience and inspirations for the 
construction of the deposit insurance system in China. 
Chapter2 is about moral hazard of Deposit insurance system and 
preventing strategy. It firstly states that three reflections: moral hazard of 
depositor, moral hazard of insured bank, moral hazard of financial supervisor 
and deposit insurance institution. Making a study on preventing moral hazard, 
this article emphasizes the risk-adjusted premium pricing strategy and 
co-insurance strategy. 
Chapter3 is about study on operating mechanism of Deposit insurance, 
which includes two parts: beforehand examining and supervising system and 
afterward coping with bankruptcy bank. 
Chapter4 is about international norms and guidance of deposit insurance 
system and active effect. It firstly makes a conclusion on the achievements of 














Then it analyzes the great effect of international financial institution on the 
development of deposit insurance system. 
Chapter5 introduces the current situation of the banking industry in China, 
set forth the necessity of setting up our deposit insurance system, and offers 
some initial proposals for the main framework of the legislation on deposit 
insurance in China. 
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前  言 


























































































































































































































































保险限额 高，达到 10 亿里拉（合 72 万美圆），菲律宾的保险限额 抵，
为 1.5 万比索（合 680 美圆）。一般来说，发达国家的保险限额要远远高
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